Dynamic workflows are scientific workflows to support computational science simulations, typically using dynamic processes based on runtime scientific data analyses. They require the ability of adapting the workflow, at runtime, based on user input and dynamic steering. Supporting data-centric iteration is an important step towards dynamic workflows because user interaction with workflows is iterative. However, current support for iteration in scientific workflows is static and does not allow for changing data at runtime. In this paper, we propose a solution based on algebraic operators and a dynamic execution model to enable workflow adaptation based on user input and dynamic steering. We introduce the concept of iteration lineage that makes provenance data management consistent with dynamic iterative workflow changes. Lineage enables scientists to interact with workflow data and configuration at runtime through an API that triggers steering. We evaluate our approach using a novel and real large-scale workflow for uncertainty quantification on a 640-core cluster. The results show impressive execution time savings from 2.5 to 24 days, compared to noniterative workflow execution. We verify that the maximum overhead introduced by our iterative model is less than 5% of execution time. Also, our proposed steering algorithms are very efficient and run in less than 1 millisecond, in the worst-case scenario.
Introduction
Large-scale scientific experiments tend to explore big datasets, searching for confirmation (or not) of given hypotheses. The process typically involves multiple computing steps supported by programs and chained with scripts. Scientific Workflow Management Systems (SWfMS) [29] have been successful in helping scientists modeling this process as a workflow of activities that operate on the datasets. SWfMS implement a workflow specification model and its execution model. The specification model is supported by a workflow programming language that allows for workflow composition. The execution model is supported by an execution engine, which also provides for result analysis, based on provenance [12] . SWfMS should support specific needs of large-scale workflows. For instance, to reduce execution time, data intensive workflows need to run in parallel in high performance computing (HPC) environments. They may also need specialized features such as iteration.
Iteration is a basic concept that is supported by most programming languages. Because it is intuitive, it has been used extensively in the development of algorithms and computational models. Scientists usually program their iterative methods directly within compiled applications or scripts. However, when modeling an iterative application as a scientific workflow, the workflow language has to support iterative constructs. Current support for iteration in scientific workflows is designed for simpler loop behaviors [1, 7, 18, 21, 30] . They typically are control-flow-based and rely on three iteration types [10] : (1) counting loops without dependencies, (2) counting loops with dependencies and (3) conditional loops. However, these iteration types are static and scientists cannot change the loop specification at runtime.
Workflow configuration is likely to change during its life cycle, as the scientist may need to refine a numerical model, try other algorithms or explore different slices of the parameter space to find better results. This exploratory nature of large-scale scientific experimentation makes workflows iterative. The workflow specification needs to be evaluated and explored several times by scientists until a solution is found. Thus, scientists evaluate the results they get, and as adjustments are needed to achieve better results, they must resubmit the workflow execution after doing the necessary changes. Waiting for these results may take a very long time. Scientists usually do not wait until the end of the workflow execution. They try to analyze partial results and, if they can infer that the execution is not on the right track, they abort it, refine data parameters on the specification, and restart. Such manual support of iteration makes it hard to manage the evolution of scientific data analysis. For example, scientists may find it hard to analyze the converged error at runtime or discover which parameter combination they are exploring has produced the best outcome.
To tackle the exploratory nature of science and the dynamic process involved in scientific analysis, dynamic workflows have been identified as an open challenge [13] . Dynamic workflows are scientific workflows that are subject to rapid reuse and exploration accompanied by continuous adaptation and improvement [13] . They need the ability of adapting the workflow based on external events such as human interaction and runtime steering. A typical user interaction would be to adjust data such as filters or domain-specific parameters based on runtime data and partial results. Similar to an iterative optimization approach, scientists may keep the workflow running in a loop, doing adjustments and refinements searching for the best solution as the workflow execution progresses. This runtime adaptation based on user input is more efficient than preprograming all possible data combinations in a loop, which may not be viable in a scientific workflow due to inherent complexity and unexpected data transformation behavior. In fact, the expression human-in-the-loop has gained a lot of interest in dataflow analytics. According to [2] "there remain many patterns that humans can easily detect but computer algorithms have a hard time finding".
In a previous work [8] , we showed the benefits of dynamic workflows in reduced order models for heat conduction and genetic algorithms. We then started working with bigger problems such as Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) [14] . Adaptations of the workflow at runtime in [13] were still hand-made through provenance database queries, but the performance improvements obtained, motivated us to develop specific constructs to support dynamic workflows. We identified scenarios that can make good use of dynamic workflows, such as: bioinformatics workflows involving multiple sequence alignment [24] that need to refine the similarity predefined e-value for a given input dataset running the same workflow several times; and UQ workflows, which can be used in several scientific domains. One may foresee a similar scenario in other application areas, e.g. in clustering algorithms, where scientists need to refine the quantity of data clusters, or in genetic algorithms, where scientists refine parameters related to crossover and mutation rates. All these examples require runtime data analysis and data adjustments to refine initial configurations. Otherwise, they may increase the experiment data size and complexity by running all possible alternatives to pick the best after the whole execution. This manual exploratory approach cannot be done even at a terabyte scale.
Resubmitting the workflow execution after manually changing its configuration, as done by scientists today, is labor-intensive and error-prone. Because of the lack of provenance data along the trials, they may lose track of what has already been explored and how the workflow has evolved. To improve this iterative experimental process, the user should be able to analyze partial results during execution and to interfere dynamically accordingly, in the next steps of the workflow. There are obvious advantages if the whole iterative process is modeled as a dynamic workflow. However, current iterative approaches do not allow for workflow configuration data to be adapted and fine-tuned during the execution. They typically have an iterative specification model that is submitted for execution as a static plan. Scientists wait until execution ends to analyze results and provenance data and only then decide if it is necessary to interfere in the workflow data configuration to be further executed.
In this paper, we characterize a fourth iteration type -dynamic loops -as a particular type of conditional loops where the condition of the loop and the data being processed in the loop may be adapted during the execution. As done today, programming the dynamic iteration with big data management tools [28] may not be viable due to legacy scientific code complexity and the requirement for sophisticated provenance querying support. Dynamic loops have a data-centric iterative specification because they need to naturally respond to data-driven events. These events may be data inserts and updates at runtime, which change the condition of the loop in its specification. In other words, conditional loops need to be dynamic to adapt the workflow based on the action of the users when they are steering the execution. To support the execution of workflows with dynamic loops, we propose a dynamic execution model guided by runtime data lineage, a concept inspired in provenance that keeps track of the dataflow changes in the loop. Adaptations made by users when they steer the workflow become part of the dataflow by two algorithms that access the data lineage structure and triggers the data-driven events. Thus, dynamic loops are iterations subjected to adaptations based on user input and we support it by means of a data-centric, provenance oriented approach.
Our dynamic loops support follows the algebraic approach for data-centric scientific workflows [25] . Nevertheless, the original algebra, defined in [25] , only supports counting loops (1) , which is also known as parameter sweeps. It does not support the other types of iterations such as (2) or (3) neither or adaptations based on user input in the algebraic expression specification at runtime. In order to support dynamic loops, we have defined new algebraic operators and the corresponding formalism to keep the algebraic properties. Since dynamic loops are the most general iteration type among the four, when we support dynamic loops in the algebra, we are now currently supporting all the four types of loops.
We introduce the dynamic loops support without increasing workflow complexity by following the intuitive concepts of iterative data-centric programming languages. For instance, FAD [6] , a functional database programming language designed for easing optimization and parallel execution, provides a whiledo second-order construct for iterating over first-order function calls. Our approach is also tightly-coupled with a relational data provenance model that encompasses W3C PROV [20] and stores additional information such as execution performance and domain data altogether. In order to store domain data, our approach requires the workflow to be instrumented so that the execution engine can capture data and store it in the provenance database during runtime. Consequently, users can query real-time provenance [14, 24] , which is essential to support decision making during the dynamic steering. In [14] , for example, a UQ workflow is improved using realtime provenance queries even without dynamic loops support. The scientists can monitor several execution parameters, like converged error, average and variance of kinetic energy, by accessing partial workflow result analysis through provenance queries. Querying this information, they are able to evaluate whether the simulation converged before the predefined limit or stopped after a different threshold.
In this paper, we propose a data-centric iteration approach for dynamic workflows, with iterative constructs, an algebraic iterative conditional loop operator that is designed to support runtime adaptations provided by a dynamic execution model. The main contributions of this paper are:
• Algebraic operators to support data-centric iteration in dynamic workflows, with iterative constructs.
• A dynamic execution model guided by runtime data lineage, a concept inspired by provenance, that allows for dynamic loops and two algorithms that support runtime adaptation of the workflow based on user input.
• A thorough experimental evaluation using a real-life experiment for UQ analysis in the Oil & Gas domain. We developed a novel iterative workflow for UQ, the iterative execution module and the steering algorithms inside Chiron, a data-centric scientific workflow engine. We executed the workflow on a 640-core cluster, showing the benefits of our approach from the user perspective.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our motivating example -a UQ workflow. Section 3 presents our constructs to enable iterations in the specification model of workflow algebra. Section 4 discusses our dynamic execution model, and the dynamic steering algorithms. Section 5 presents the experimental evaluation. Section 6 discusses related work. Section 7 concludes.
Uncertainty Quantification Workflow
Throughout this paper, we propose a novel UQ computational dynamic workflow that establishes a rational framework for exploring the potential of computational simulations within the realm of actual applications, like, for instance those related to the Oil & Gas domain [3] . Usually, numerical simulations, aiming at providing to decision makers reliable information, are hard to manage and subject to different sources of uncertainty. UQ [14] can be used to measure the reliability of experiments that run simulations involving complex numerical models. UQ enables the estimation of confidence intervals in predictions by stressing the numerical model taking into consideration the variability on the uncertain inputs, leading tovery large data exploration. The choice of which slice of the input parameter space to explore in a UQ workflow impacts the amount of data produced, which can be very large. A single data exploration in a workflow execution may generate TBytes of data and can easily take more than a week to run in a parallel computer, e.g. a cluster with hundreds of multicore execution nodes. In order to avoid wasting time and storage, scientists usually start the UQ workflow with a modest configuration. If the outcome is below a given quality criteria, they change the data and run the workflow again. These quality criteria are complex to evaluate and are sensitive to the dataflow runtime characteristics, being impossible to precise in advance. Thus, scientists resubmit the execution of a UQ workflow by changing the input configuration until the result meets their expectations. The general idea of UQ methods is to explore a model using stochastically varied inputs and then combine an average result and standard deviation. The size of the exploration is associated with a pre-defined accuracy of outputs set by scientists. For the Sparse Grid Stochastic Collocation (SGSC) method [31] we use, exploration size grows with increasing interpolation levels. The higher the level, the bigger is the exploration, and, consequently, more simulation instances to be executed. The amount of data produced in a single experiment grows exponentially with the increase of interpolation levels as shown in Figure 1 (a) (the vertical axis is in log scale). The figure shows four scenarios with the size of the input model varying from one million tetrahedra (1M) to seventeen million (17M). In all scenarios, the simulation is configured to store only 1% of the calculated results. These scenarios were executed on a 640-core cluster with dedicated high-speed shared-disk storage. The results in Figure 1 (a) consider only two variables with uncertainty (two stochastic dimensions) while Figure 1 (b) is fixed at interpolation level five for increasing stochastic dimensions. Thus, it is not practical to start the experiment with a high value for interpolation level. Typically, scientists start the experiment with a low level of interpolation. If the reliability of results does not meet a given threshold established by the scientist, he/she runs the experiment again with a higher level of interpolation. This change may be done at runtime if the experiment is modeled as a dynamic workflow. Figure 2 shows how scientists typically perform an UQ experiment modeled as a high-level dynamic workflow. They start creating a mesh based on geometry data that represent a physical domain (Activity 1). Activity 2 creates the set of trials that are explored. It proceeds by replicating the mesh, but initializes each replica with a different set of initial conditions. The amount of replicas is related to the initial interpolation level. For example, considering two variables with uncertainty (i.e. two dimensions), five interpolation levels require 145 replicas (called collocation points) while six interpolation levels require 321 collocation points. The initial conditions vary following a stochastic distribution. Activity 3 partitions each initialized mesh to be consumed by the parallel solver in Activity 4. There is one solver execution for each input mesh. The solver simulates a given phenomena and produces several time-snapshots outputs. Activity 5 merges the output of the solver, thus creating a single result file for the output. Activity 6 extracts from each collocation point the kinetic energy for all time steps (arranged as a vector). Thus, the output of activity 6 contains a vector for each collocation point. Activity 7 calculates the weighted average, considering all the obtained vectors. Activity 8 evaluates the convergence criteria given by the total kinetic energy using the difference between the norms from the current average (expected value) vector and the vector from the last interpolation level (if there is one). If the difference of the norms is smaller than the threshold, the iteration stops because the current interpolation level is enough for reliability. Otherwise, Activity 9 increases the interpolation level, creating additional collocation points. Based on the new collocation points, Activity 2 initializes new mesh replicas and the iteration continues. 
Figure 1. How data grows with the interpolation level increase (a) and problem dimension (b)

Figure 2. Iterative UQ workflow
As test case for our iterative UQ workflow, we present a stochastic analysis of turbidity currents, a phenomenon of high interest in subsea geology [19] . Turbidity currents are gravity flows, where suspended sediments are transported in a turbulence driven process. This is an important mechanism for the formation of oilreservoirs over geological time. Turbidity current experiments may be improved considering the stochasticity of fluid properties and boundary and initial conditions. The numerical methods used in the experiments of the present work are described in detail in [15] .
Figure 3. Dataflow steering stages
With this aim, a typical benchmark model used by the scientist is the lock-exchange configuration. In this model, two immiscible fluids with different densities are confined in a rectangular three-dimensional box. At the beginning, they are at rest and separated by a solid wall as shown in Figure 3 (a). In this case, the initial condition of the heavy fluid is considered heterogeneous and represented through a distribution that depends on two stochastic parameters. In Figure 3 (b), the user visualizes partial results and sees a sediment concentration distribution at the domain midplane for one realization. Figure 3 (c) and (d) show the statistical moments, mean and standard deviation respectively, obtained using the SGSC method.
Data-Centric Iteration Algebra
In order to support dynamic workflows, we discuss the minimum set of characteristics that allows for iterations on the workflow algebra specification.
Workflow Algebra Without Iteration
Our data-centric algebra is based on [25] where data is uniformly represented as relations. The relations may store parameters (64bit floating point numbers or strings) and references to files. The definition of a relation includes a schema that describes the type of data that is stored in the relation. An activity Y of the workflow is associated with an algebraic operator φ, additional attributes ω of the operator, the set of input relations R and the set of output relations T. We represent an algebraic workflow expression as ← , , . The definition of activity Y includes the relation schemas and the program that is actually instanced during workflow execution. The operator φ associated with the activity Y indicates how Y consumes and produces data. For example, if φ is a Map operator, Y produces a single output tuple in T for each input tuple from R. If it is a Reduce, it produces a single output tuple for each group of input tuples grouped by a set g A of attributes. A SplitMap produces several tuples for each input and is typically associated with fragmentation activities. An activity associated with Filter decides whether each input tuple should produce an output. In [25] , a Filter can produce an output tuple or not. However, in this work, we use a functional semantics, so that, if the input tuple does not match the Filter criteria, a null tuple is produced. To use relational algebra expressions within the workflow, the queries should be associated with the operator SRQuery, for queries over a single relation, or with the operator MRQuery, for queries with multiple relations (like joins). Again, if the query produces no output, it returns a null tuple. The original algebra on [25] presents all the aforementioned operators. However, it does not support iteration or runtime adaptation in workflow configuration based on user input.
Iterative Constructs for the Workflow Algebra
Iteration support has been proposed in programming languages, data-centric languages [6] and workflows [18, 30] . According to [10] , there are three kinds of iteration in scientific workflows: (i) counting loops without dependencies between iterations, also known as parameter sweep, where a given computation is applied for each input data of the loop; (ii) counting loops with dependencies between iterations where the data produced at iteration k is used at k+1 but the number of iterations is known prior to the loop execution; and (iii) conditional loops, also known as non-counting iteration, or sequential iteration, where the loop stops after a given condition is met (e.g., the "while…do" loop structure). We propose a fourth kind of iteration for workflows, dynamic loops, a particular type of conditional loops where the condition of the loop and the data being processed in the loop may be adapted during the execution. We follow the iterative constructs of [22] to build a data-centric iterative approach, inspired by functional database programming languages [6] . In order to support dynamic loops, we combine the data-centric iterative approach with a dynamic execution model, which we will discuss in Section 4. To support loops, the workflow algebra must satisfy the following conditions: (1) a loop can start, (2) the loop can iterate and (3) the loop can stop. We allow the workflow to be a directed graph, which may have cycles, by means of a new operator called Evaluate. We also introduce the concept of atom and define the concepts of activation and workflow using atoms. Finally we define the concept of iteration lineage, which is key to support condition (3) and the adaptation based on user input. The workflow algebra is data-driven [17] , i.e. an activity of the workflow fires as soon as its inputs are available. However, since the input of an activity is a relation (a set of tuples), the required input to fire an activity may be unclear. Depending on the operator associated with an activity, the way in which the activity consumes input data differs. For example, if Map is associated with the activity, it consumes one tuple independently. Differently, if the Reduce is associated with the activity, several tuples are consumed at once. The input relation may also contain several tuples, so multiple instances of the activity (activations) can fire in parallel. In order to formalize the finest unit of data that is necessary to run an instance of activity, we define the concept of data atom.
where F is the fragmentation predicate or a minterm predicate [26] and w is the amount of fragments. The Atom has the following properties: (i) it cannot be further decomposed in the context of an activity; (ii) for the operators Map, SplitMap and Filter, each atom a i is a single tuple of the relation R; (iii) for the operator Reduce, each a i may contain a set of tuples according to the set of aggregation attributes in G A ; (iv) for the operators SRQuery and MRQuery, the atom depends on the query associated with the operators; (v) the set of input atoms of a relation R is denoted as Atoms(R); (vi) The union of the w atoms a i ∈ Atoms(R) is R itself, i.e., ! = ! !!! . Property (iv) of Definition 1 does not give the details about the atom for input relations of activities associated with SRQuery and MRQuery operators. It is hard to predict the atom in this case because the queries of the activities may contain aggregation and joins in their relational algebra expressions. In order to define the atom, it is necessary to decompose the query of the SRQuery and MRQuery activities to understand how the relation is read. Definition 2. An activity activation, or activation for short, is a self-contained object that holds all information needed, i.e., which program to invoke and which data to access to execute an activity at any core of a computing node in a parallel computer. Activations contain the finest unit of data needed by an activity to execute [4] , i.e., an atom a i of the input relation R that enables activity execution. An activation has the following properties: (i) as soon as it is created, an activation is ready to fire; (ii) it consumes an atom a i of tuples; (iii) an activation, once fired, always produces tuples; (iv) its ratio of tuple consumption and production varies according to the operator that is associated with their activities: Map (1:1), SplitMap (1:m), Reduce (n:1), Filter (1:1), SRQuery and MRQuery (n:m); (v) the output relation of an activity is composed by the set of tuples produced by all its activations. Definition 3. A data-centric scientific workflow is a data-driven dataflow [22] , which is made up only of activities associated with algebraic operators, additional attributes of the operator and their respective input and output relations. An activity receives an input relation, which is fragmented into atoms according to the algebraic operator associated to that activity. The activity generates one activation to process each atom. The union of the results of all activations becomes the output relation of the activity. Furthermore, a data-centric scientific workflow is characterized by the following properties: (i) data flows through the relations of the workflow and is transformed by the activities of the workflow; (ii) the input relation of an activity can be the output relation of another activity or another relation defined prior to the execution of the workflow; (iii) an activity can have one or more inputs relations, into which its inputs are inserted; (iv) an activity can have one or more output relations, to which its outputs are inserted; (v) an activity fires, i.e., generates activations, as long as there is at least one atom available in its input relations that was not consumed before; (vi) once an activity has fired, it is necessary to receive new atoms to fire again; (vii) the output relation of an activity is the union of the output of all its activations; (viii) an activity, once fired, always produces some data through its output relation; (ix) if two or more activities receive the same output relation of another activity, then each activity receives a separate identical instance of such relation as input, and produces their atoms according to their associated algebraic operator.
Based on property (ii) of Definition 3, we say there is a data dependency !!" between two relations R and S, i.e., S depends on R, if and only if there is an algebraic expression S←α(R) that consumes R to produce S. Figure 4 illustrates the transitiveness example. To illustrate, consider there is an algebraic expression T←β(S). Since S←ρ(R), we can substitute it in the former T←β(ρ(R)). Thus, considering γ as the composition of β and ρ, we can say that T←γ(R) and conse- 
A Loop can Start
Theorem 1. In a data-centric scientific workflow, it is only possible to start a loop if at least one activity in the iterative subgraph is allowed to receive more than one relation for the same input. Theorem 1 can be trivially proved by contradiction. Intuitively, in Figure 5 , no activity is allowed to receive more than one input. Since the input of A depends on the output of B and the input of B depends on the output of A, if A is not able to receive an initial input, it cannot ever fire, and this is true for any pair of activities in the subgraph. In the modified example of Figure 6 , A is able to receive an initial input from C. This causes activity A to fire, as well as, eventually, activity B. Since the input of A derives from the output of B, A fires again and the iteration process can go on. Theorem 1 says that two input relations are connected to the same input for a given activity. It is different, for example, from an MRQuery activity that can receive more than one relation but each relation is a different input. In the case pointed by Theorem 1, an activity expects to receive a single input, but this input can come as an initial input relation or an input relation from the iterative subgraph. This means that both relations must have a schema that satisfies the activity's needs. Theorem 1 guarantees condition (1) that iterations can start on an algebraic workflow, as long as an activity of the iterative subgraph receives two relations for the same input. In the UQ workflow, for example, Activity 2 receives two equivalent inputs (cp.in) with the specification of the interpolation level. One input comes from the initial input and another comes from the iterative subgraph.
A Loop can Iterate
Theorem 2. In a data-centric scientific workflow, iterations are always endless. Theorem 2 guarantees condition (2) that, once started, a loop iterates. Its proof is intuitive if we consider Figure 6 , for instance. At the beginning, Activity A fires because it receives initial input data from Activity C. Since an activity always emits some data when it fires (property (viii) of Definition 3), activity B, which may have received input data, fires and produces output data. Since the input of activity A depends on the output of activity B, activity A fires again and the process never ends. According to Mosconi et al. [22] , an iteration can have an end if: (a) there is a mechanism that prevents at least one activity in the iterated subgraph from firing if some conditions are satisfied, or (b) at least one activity in the iterated subgraph is prevented to produce all its outputs; if some conditions are satisfied when firing. We believe the second option best fits scientific workflows. Case (a) prevents an activity Y of the workflow from firing. Thus, we would need an enabling signal (token) dataflow [22] to fire the remaining activities of which input data depends on the output of Y. In our relational approach, we only use data atoms as signals to fire an activity. Therefore, we believe case (b) is better for the iterative workflow algebra because if an activity of the workflow has two output relations and decides whether to insert into one or another, it is just conducting the dataflow based on an internal evaluation that is done when the activity fires. In the UQ workflow, for example, Activity 8 has two outputs and decides, based on a threshold if the loop should continue.
The Evaluate Operator
Current algebraic operators, e.g. Map, Reduce, SplitMap and Filter, do not allow for the definition of either two different output relations for the same activity or two relations for the same input. Thus, we define a new algebraic operator to support Theorems 1 and 2. Definition 5. Evaluate is an algebraic operator that is associated with activities that have a Boolean behavior, i.e., the results of an activation of an activity associated with Evaluate indicates whether a condition is true or false. Evaluate has the following properties: (i) An activity associated with Evaluate accepts two relations R init and R loop for the same input R E = R init ∪ R loop where schema(R loop ) ⊇ schema(R init ); (ii) the default atom for an activity associated with Evaluate is a single tuple from relation R E ; (iii) if a fragmentation predicate or minterm predicate F is given as an operand to Evaluate, the atom ! ← ! ! ! for 1 < i < w; (iv) an activity associated with Evaluate produces two output relations T true and T false such that schema(T true ) ∪ schema(T false ) ⊆ schema(R loop ); (v) Evaluate requires the definition of an evaluation function ε to decide whether the output of an activation is true or false; (vi) If ε evaluates to true, the output is written in relation T true . Otherwise it is written in T false ; (vii) T true ∩ T false = ∅, which means that only one output relation is actually written by Evaluate per activation. We represent an activity Y associated with Evaluate as:
The additional and optional operand F may also be necessary because an evaluation can consider a single tuple but might also need to evaluate a set of tuples altogether. Thus, the ratio of data consumed per data produced in Evaluate is n:m. Figure 7 shows an example where Activity E is associated with Evaluate. Input data from input relation R init are evaluated by Activity E and, if it evaluates to true, output data is emitted to T true and fires the iterative subgraph. Otherwise, the output data is emitted to T false and fires the exit subgraph. By analogy with the whiledo(〈loop_fcn〉, 〈exit_fcn〉, 〈start_action〉) functional operator, in Figure 7 , the iterative subgrah would be the loop_fcn, the exit subgraph would represent the exit_fcn and the activity itself associated with the Evaluate operator would be the start_action. The Evaluate operator can support activities such as Activity 8 of the UQ workflow in Figure 2 . 
.4 Iteration Lineage
The iterative subgraph may contains different types of activities and the aspect of data that return to Activity E through R loop may be different after each evaluation. New atoms could have been produced in the iterative subgraph while others are changed on the dataflow. The evaluation activity itself removes atoms from the iteration when it evaluates to false, directing the output to T false . The only thing all atoms share while they are inside the looped subgraph in the workflow is that they are all derived from the initial input atom a i ∈ Atoms(R init ). This allows keeping track of the atoms that are still flowing in the iterative subgraph following the atom that originated their iteration. Thus, we now define that all atoms that originate from a given ancestor
Exit( subgraph( are marked to belong to a given Lineage as explained below. Although the concept of lineage is inspired by provenance, in this work we use lineage as a more precise workflow concept regarding the data atoms and their ancestors inside an iterative subgraph.
Definition 6.
A lineage λ k (a i ) | a i ∈ Atoms(R init ) is a possibly empty set of atoms originated from atom a i after k positive evaluations during an iteration. Lineage has the following properties: (i) there is always one lineage for each atom of R init ; (ii) if an atom is evaluated to false, it leaves the lineage, because, based on property (vi) of Definition 5, the output obtained with such atom yields T false and gets out of the looped subgraph; (iii) = ! , which means that the input for the k-th evaluation, denoted by is always the union of all current lineages; (iv) λ 0 (a i )=a i ; which means that prior to the first evaluation, the lineage of an atom is the atom itself, thus = ;(v) if λ k (a i ) = ∅ then λ k+1 (a i ) = ∅, which means that if a lineage is empty on a given evaluation, on the next one it will remain empty.
A Loop can Stop
Theorem 3. If an activity associated with Evaluate heads a looped subgraph that receives a finite number of atoms on its input relation R init and can evaluate to false for each lineage λ k (a i ) | a i ∈ Atoms(R init ), the iteration always has an end. Proof. The theorem says that after a certain number of k evaluations, the activity evaluates to false for a lineage λ k (a i ) | a i ∈ Atoms(R init ). Thus, based on property (ii) of Definition 6, the theorem assumes that after k evaluations a given λ k (a i ) must be empty, i.e., all the atoms that once belonged to λ k (a i ) have been already evaluated as false. Based on this assumption, we can say that there is a function f (a i ) = b i , a i ∈ Atoms(R init ) that for each atom a i , returns a finite and minimum number b i of evaluations so that ! ! ! = ∅. We can also say that there is always a maximum value
Thus, there is always a finite number of evaluations k=b max after which the input relation R E of the activity associated with Evaluate is empty. Thus, according to property (vi) of Definition 3 and secured by property (v) of Definition 6, after k=b max evaluations, the iteration has an end. ∎ Theorem 3 guarantees condition (3) that the loop can stop, which completes the constructs needed for dynamic loops in the workflow algebra. Thus, based on Definitions 5 and 6 and supported by Theorems 1, 2 and 3, we define the concept of dynamic loops.
Dynamic Loops
Definition 7. Dynamic loops are iterative subgraphs headed by an activity associated with Evaluate, in which, for each input data atom a i ∈ Atoms(R init ), there is a lineage λ k (a i ) for k iterations. Dynamic loops have the following properties: (i) new atoms can be inserted in Atoms(R init ) during the execution of the loop; (ii) atoms in Atoms(R init ) can also be updated or deleted during the execution; (iii) additional operands of the activities inside the iterative subgraph can be updated during the execution of the loop, for instance the evaluation function ε of an activity associated to Evaluate; (iv) Data atoms in λ k (a i ) ∀ a i ∈ Atoms(R init ), for every k, are subject to querying and visualization. Dynamic loops require an execution model that supports both the Evaluate operator and the lineage concept. Besides, there should be means to adapt the workflow based on user input to enable properties (i), (ii) and (ii) of Definition 7. Section 4 describe our execution model for dynamic loops.
Execution Model
Our execution model for dynamic loops is designed for parallel execution on clusters with lots of multicore execution nodes. Data-centric iteration is a good basis for dynamic loops because each new data inserted in the input relation generates new lineages in the loop. The data remains in the loop until the condition evaluation returns false. Thus, one aspect of the execution model is related to loop condition evaluation during activity activation. We extend the activation concept to accommodate the needs of the evaluation step of the Evaluate operator. Dynamic loops are guided by lineage, when users adapt the workflow and change data, they are affecting lineage and, consequently, the dataflow. Thus, another important aspect of our execution model is how to handle the runtime adaptations based on scientists input. We propose two algorithms to handle adaptation during workflow execution. The workflow adaptation impact on activation scheduling, thus we also discuss the loop response to change and how activations are dynamically scheduled to the execution nodes.
Dynamic Loop Condition Evaluation
Activations associated with the Evaluate operator need to evaluate an output to true or false. Thus, we define a specialization of activation to support the evaluation step using the evaluation function ε. Activations follow a three-step execution procedure: input instrumentation, program invocation and output extraction [25] . Input instrumentation extracts the values of the input atom and prepares them for program invocation, setting the values for input parameters according to the expected data type. Program invocation dispatches and monitors the actual program execution. Output extraction gathers values from the output of the invoked program and builds the activation's output. Based on properties (ii) and (iii) of Definition 2, each activation x i consumes an input atom a i and produces an output. Based on property (v) of Definition 2, the output is inserted in the output relation of the activity Y i associated with x i . However, according to properties (v) and (vi) of Definition 5, if the activation x i belongs to an activity associated with Evaluate, there are two possible outputs (T True and T False ) for the output and the evaluation function ε is used to do the evaluation and place the result at the correct output. The Evaluate activation inherits all properties of the original activation. Additionally, it has a fourth step called evaluation, which marks the output atom with a Boolean flag obtained with ε. The evaluation function ε should be provided prior to the workflow execution. The function can be a logic expression or a custom program or script developed by the scientist. For example, consider that the output relations T True and T False have schemas T True and T False , respectively. The output has a schema A = {f j , …, f m } ⊆ T True ∪ T False . Then:
where θ ∈ { =, <,≠,≤,>,≥ } and Value is comparable with f j . Since the result of ε is true or false, the evaluation step marks the output with the correct flag. If ε is a user program or script, it must be able to read the output of the activation and produce a Boolean result. Based on the Boolean mark of the output, it is possible to insert it in the correct output relation. For example, in Activity 8 of the UQ workflow, considering that its output relation contains a field named normDiff that stores the norm difference between the levels, we may say that ε =(normDiff ≥ 0.001).
User Input Adapting the Loop
Dynamic steering of workflows is strongly related to how scientists interact with their data. This data may be the input datasets they are analyzing, like the specification of the colocation points in the UQ analysis. There are also parameters configured in the workflow that typically needs to be adjusted, like fluid viscosity and time step size in the UQ workflow. Provenance data is also subject to analysis to help scientists to take decisions regarding the workflow. To steer the workflow execution, scientists monitor and analyze data as they are made available and decide to interfere or not with the workflow at runtime. We consider that the dynamic steering happens inside a dynamic loop. This does not restrict our model since any workflow can be enclosed by a dynamic loop to enable dynamic steering. The dynamic loop is headed by an activity associated with the Evaluate operator, which has two input relations, so it generates activations when there is a new atom available in R init or R loop . If the atom a i is from R init , we say a i = α i is an α-atom, and it originates a new lineage λ 0 (α i ). If the atom a i is from R loop , it already belongs to a lineage λ k (α i ) where α i is the k-th ancestor that originated the lineage at first place. We consider two types of runtime adaptation in the workflow: ( ! ) changes made in an α-atom; and ( ! ) changes made in the set ω of attributes of the activities. The ! type happens when scientists change the input dataset or modify its content, like changing the parameter combinations they are exploring. In the UQ workflow, for example, the scientist may want to change a parameter such as the simulation time step or the fluid viscosity. The ! type occurs when scientists want to adjust an attribute of the operator associated with the activity, like the grouping attribute of an activity associated with Reduce or the definition of the evaluation function (ε) of an activity associated with Evaluate. In the UQ workflow, scientists may want to change the evaluation function ε to increase the threshold regarding the difference of vector norms. Adaptations ! affect only the updated data while adaptations ! affect the entire dataflow.
We denote by ! < !"# , !"# , ! , δ > a runtime adaptation that changes an α-atom α old to α new on iteration k s . The optional attribute depth (δ | δ > 0) indicates the number of iterations the change should be maintained for. The default value for δ is infinite (δ = +∞), which means that the change is permanent. All adaptations are asynchronous events kept in a list S. Algorithm 1 shows how ! events are handled in the execution model. We consider that the iteration k is never incremented before all ! ∈ that happened on that iteration have been treated. If ! happens on current iteration (k = k s ), the algorithm suspends the lineage of α old (line 4 call removeFromS with ! We denote by ! < !"# , !"# , ! , δ > a runtime adaptation that changes the set of attributes ω old of the workflow W to a new set ω new during iteration k s . A ω set may contain several attributes of the activities of the workflow and a change in any attribute of ω produces a ! adaptation with a new ω. By default, the value of the depth δ is +∞, which means that the ! adaptation is permanent. However, differently from ! ad-aptations, in ! δ can have negative values (backward adaptation) or positive values (forward adaptation). Since ! adaptations affect the configuration of the workflow, scientists may want to explore the new configuration starting from a past iteration. Thus, when δ < 0, the adaptation does a rollback in the workflow execution. Because it is important to keep the record of all the explorations of the workflow, rollbacks actually create branches in lineages. Algorithm 2 describes how ! events are treated. When ! happens (k = k s ), the algorithm checks if there is already a suspended branch with the given configuration ω new for the workflow W (line 4). If a branch with the new required ω new configuration already exists but is suspended, it becomes the active branch (line 6) by the switchBranch subroutine (line 25). Otherwise, it changes the configuration of the workflow (line 8) and creates a new branch. If ! is a backward adaptation (line 9), it creates the new branch based on lineages of the k rollback past iteration (line 10). If ! is a forward adaptation, it creates a branch based on current lineages. Forward adaptations with non-infinite δ must be reversed after k s + δ (line 15). The algorithm does this by calling the subroutine switchBranch using ω new as the current configuration and ω old as the new one. for each λ in lineages 32 set status of λ to running set λ suspended [ω new ] to null These two algorithms are designed to support dynamic steering. They are also able to work together so both types of adaptations can be done during execution. Scientists can branch the workflow execution to a new configuration, then add new data to be explored, and later, do new branches or go back to a previous configuration. The combination of the data-centric iterations with our execution model provides support for dynamic loops, which we believe are essential for dynamic workflows.
Algorithm 2 Omega Steering
1 for each ! in S 2 if δ = 0 set δ to +∞ end if 3 if k = k s then 4 if λ suspended [ω new ] of W
Loop Response to Change
Our execution model is designed to execute an instance of an activity for each of its input data atoms using the multicore execution nodes of the parallel computer. Based on property (v) of Definition 3, as long as there are atoms available in the input relation of an activity, new activations are produced. An activation represents an execution instance of an activity, and several activations can be executed in parallel. Since both the conditional loop evaluation and the adaptations impact on the activation level, we changed the execution model to associate the data dependency relationships available in the lineage with the activations. For each activation there is a data atom, and each atom is associated to a lineage. As activations are executed, they produce their output data, which are inserted in the lineage as new atoms. The new atoms become available for the execution of the next activity and this process goes on until lineage is empty or the workflow ends. If the user adapts the workflow, affecting any lineage, the execution model knows exactly which activations need to be executed again. The execution model has two scheduling policies, which dictates how the activations x i are scheduled to the execution nodes. The synchronous scheduling policy schedules the activations of a given activity if and only if all the activations of the precedent activities have already finished, i.e., there is synchronization between the activities. For instance, the operator Reduce requires the use of synchronous scheduling because it aggregates data on a customized manner. The asynchronous policy schedules pipelines of activations respecting the data dependency between activations. For instance, the operators Map and Filter can be part of a pipeline. If scientists adapt the workflow affecting the lineages, the activations that need to be executed again obey the same scheduling policy of previous execution and the data dependency relationships in lineage.
Experimental Evaluation
To validate our approach, we implemented the data-centric iteration and the dynamic execution model in Chiron [25] . In order to make Chiron support dynamic loops, we developed the new algebraic operator Evaluate, the new Evaluate activation and made necessary changes in execution model methods. We also changed the data model of provenance in Chiron to support iteration lineage and we developed a module for the two types of adaptations described in Section 4.3. The adaptations are inserted in the provenance database by an API and are handled by Chiron at runtime using the Alfa and Omega Steering algorithms. Chiron is developed in Java and uses a PostgreSQL database to manage provenance data. Our experimental evaluation explores the UQ workflow described in Section 2. We execute two versions of the UQ workflow (with and without dynamic loops) and discuss the advantages of the dynamic approach from three different user perspectives: (i) incremental starting from interpolation level 0; (ii) incremental starting from interpolation level 3 (short scenario); and (iii) single-runs at different interpolation levels. Perspectives (i) and (ii) are depicted in Figure 9 while (iii) is presented in Table 1 and Figure 10 . We consider that the user performs an adaptation of type ! during execution. The last analysis evaluates experimentally the performance of the Alfa and Omega algorithms, described in Section 4.2. We designed two versions of the UQ workflow as shown in Figure 8 . The complexity that dynamic loops introduce in the workflow design is very small since we just add two activities and reestablish some of the dependency relationships between the activities. The manual version is a non-iterative workflow. The numbers depicted inside the activities are associated with the activities described in Section 2. We also show the algebraic operators associated with each activity. The workflow receives the geometry parameters for the input mesh and a given initial interpolation level. The scientists run the manual workflow for a given level. If the obtained results do not attend the convergence criterion, they run the manual workflow again with a higher interpolation level. The alternative version (dynamic) uses a dynamic loop to explore the dynamic characteristics of the UQ analysis. It uses the Evaluate operator associated with an activity to evaluate the convergence criterion. For instance, for the UQ workflow, this criterion is the difference between the vector norms and should be below a given threshold initially defined as 0.001. With the dynamic workflow, scientists start the workflow with a given interpolation level and the workflow automatically increases the level, if necessary. If they need to change the convergence criterion (i.e., the evaluation function ε), they perform an adaptation ! and the dynamic loop adapts itself.
Figure 8. Manual Non-iterative UQ workflow and Dynamic Iterative UQ workflow
Both workflows were executed on a 640-core cluster with Intel Xeon 5640 (2.67GHz) processors, with 1.28 terabytes of distributed memory and 72 terabytes of shared storage. The workflows are explored in two scenarios: complete and short. In the complete scenario, scientists run the UQ analysis starting at interpolation level 0. In the short scenario, prior to the execution of the UQ workflow, the scientist queries provenance data of past executions and concludes that the interpolation level 3 is a better starting level, because the reliability of the results below level 3 is mostly too low for similar execution data. We present the results with the short scenario because in the long term, it is more appropriate. In both cases, the convergence criterion c is initially set up as c =normDiff < 0.001 (thus ε =¬c). This threshold may require the experiment to run until interpolation levels 6 or 7. Nevertheless, analyzing the results of interpolation level 4, scientists decide that they need to change the convergence criterion to c =normDiff < 0.01. For the manual approach, nothing changes because the scientist is responsible to calculate the vector norms and control the iterative process. For the dynamic approach, however, changing ε causes an adaptation ! , which is treated by the Omega algorithm in Chiron. The lock-exchange benchmark we used with the UQ workflow requires interpolation level 5 (6 iterations) to achieve the specified criterion. Thus, the manual workflow in the complete scenario requires that the scientist analyzes and restarts the workflow five times. The restarting points can be seen in Figure 9 ; we magnify a restarting point at iteration 5. We consider that the time that scientists spend to deploy the workflow is constant. The dynamic approach requires that the scientist starts the workflow only once. An important aspect of UQ workflow is that several explorations at a given interpolation level can be reused at the next levels. However, since it is labor intensive to configure the next execution of the manual workflow to use previously ob- tained results, scientists usually opt to run the manual workflow step by step. Using the iterative UQ workflow, it is easier to reuse these explorations because they are already in the workflow lineage and are simply referenced by the workflow engine. Figure 9 shows the result for the complete scenario. The dynamic approach saves more than 2.5 days of execution time. This is expected since the dynamic workflow reuses executions from previous interpolation levels and also saves the workflow deployment time. It may not seem fully fair when we say the manual approach do not reuse data from previous executions. Actually, scientists can manually reuse data as long as they setup the new iteration to do so. However they will necessarily need more time to restart the workflow than the time we are considering in our analysis. Besides, managing the reuse manually is error prone and creates gaps in the experiment provenance, making data analysis harder. We also show, in Figure 9 , where the dynamic approach stops if the adaptation ! is not processed. Processing the adaptation at runtime saved almost 3 days of execution time. Figure 9 also shows the results for the short scenario. In the short scenario, scientists start both workflows at level 3 and go on until level 5 (3 iterations). This scenario improves execution because it reduces the amount of iterations and, consequently, the number of times that the scientists need to restart the workflow with increasing interpolation levels. Thus, it naturally improves the manual approach. However, the dynamic approach still saves almost 2 days of execution time. The performance differences between the complete and short scenarios are not higher because the collocations points at interpolation levels 0, 1 and 2 are included at level 3 and need to be processed. The difference is that, in the complete scenario, they are processed incrementally, while in the short scenario they are processed as if they belong to level 3. Furthermore, the amount of points at levels 0, 1 and 2 are much lower than at higher levels, since the number of points increases exponentially. Figure 10 . Dynamic approach efficiency compared to the manual approach The required interpolation level for a problem is unknown prior to the execution of the workflow. Nevertheless, scientists can always choose to start the UQ workflow at higher interpolation levels to improve accuracy in a single run. For example, in the lock-exchange use case, they may have a good guess and start the workflow at level 5. However, choosing higher values for interpolation levels may result in waste of computing resources and storage. For example, instead of starting at level 5, they can choose level 8, which also attends the reliability requirements but may consume much more execution time and storage to finish. In those cases, the dynamic approach should be more efficient. Using results from the UQ workflow, we associate the level scientists choose to start the manual workflow with the correct level that the problem requires and the efficiency of the dynamic workflow starting at level 3. Figure 10 shows the results for the interpolation levels 5 to 8. The horizontal lines are the constant times to run the manual workflow at the levels 5 to 8 in a single run. The dynamic approach adaptively increases execution time according to the correct interpolation level. If the scientist, in the case he is able to access any prior information, picks an optimal interpolation level to start manually the workflow, that would constitute the best choice. However, the difference in time between the manual and dynamic approach is small and becomes less significant as we increase the interpolation level. In Figure 10 , we magnify the results for the levels 6 and 7. At level 6, the dynamic approach is 2.82 hours slower while at level 7 it is 3.32 hours slower. It is important to notice that, although the time difference increases, when we compare it to the total execution time, it becomes less significant as shown in Table 1 . The dynamic approach increases execution time by 2.05% at level 6 but increases only by 1.11% at level 7 and 0.59% at level 8. We believe this overhead is acceptable since the dynamic approach may save several hours of execution time if the interpolation level is not correctly chosen for the manual workflow, as shown in Table 1 . For example, if the correct interpolation level is 6, but the scientist starts the manual workflow at level 7, the dynamic approach would take 141 hours to execute instead of 300 hours for the manual approach. In this case, the dynamic workflow saves 52.83% of execution time. On the biggest scenario, if the scientist starts the manual workflow at level 8 instead of level 5, the dynamic approach would save 24.2 days (89.69% of execution time). Although this behavior is associated with the uncertainty quantification problem, this situation also happens in other problems that consume data incrementally or problems with adaptivity and selftuning requirements like non-deterministic optimizations and multiple sequence alignment experiments in bioinformatics. Another important aspect of dynamic workflows is the performance of the steering algorithms. Scientists interact with the workflow at runtime through an API we developed. The purpose of the API is to configure the steering events and store them properly in the provenance database. Chiron queries the provenance database to select new steering events and treats the event at runtime using either Alfa or Omega algorithms, both de- scribed in Section 4.3.To measure the algorithms' performance, we instrumented Chiron to save the time spent to process each steering event. Then, we programmed several batch adaptations to happen at different times of the workflow execution using the API. Figure 11 shows the performance of the Alfa algorithm. Even when Chiron processes 7 events in a row, the time spent with the algorithm is less than 25 microseconds. Since the algorithm runs fast, it is sensitive to small performance fluctuations. This evaluation shows linear performance of the Alfa algorithm.
Figure 9. Execution time results for both manual and dynamic workflows
Figure 11. Performance of the Alfa algorithm
The performance of the Omega algorithm is also linear, as shown in Figure 12 . Since it takes more time to execute, the performance fluctuations are hard to notice. The time spent to process 7 events in a row is less than a millisecond, which is not significant when we compare to the workflow execution time that may take days or weeks. Furthermore, 7 events ! in a row is not very realistic because it would require the scientist to change the configuration of the workflow several times in a rush without waiting for the feedback of produced results. Usually, Chiron would process just one ! event at a time, for each workflow execution context.
Figure 12. Performance of the Omega Algorithm
Our experimental evaluation shows that dynamic loops improve the execution of experiments that need constant analysis of produced results and adaptation. The dynamic workflow can automatize part of the experimental evaluation and the Alfa and Omega algorithms enable the adaptation of the workflow input data and the workflow configuration based on user input. Both steering algorithms perform well, running in less than one millisecond in the UQ workflow scenario.
Related Work
Several SWfMS have long provided support to large-scale scientific experiments. Many of them support counting loops without dependencies in grids and clusters, e.g. [1, 7, 18, 21, 30] , some of which also support counting loops with dependencies [18, 21, 30] . Counting loops without dependencies can be represented as multiple DAG and counting loops with dependencies can also be linearized as a DAG [18] . For conditional loops, there are dataflow languages [21, 30] that supports it out-of-the-box. The main issue of current iterative workflow approaches is that the workflow execution is tightly coupled to the workflow specification model. After the workflow engine has produced the execution plan, scientists cannot change the workflow specification or execution at runtime. This approach limits the continuous adaptation and improvement required by dynamic workflows. Outside the domain of SWfMS, one may establish relationships between our work and recursive or iterative query processing with dynamic query optimization [16] . However, after the query is submitted to execution, a change on data at runtime, e.g. a value on a selection predicate, is not supported.
There are MapReduce approaches that also provide iterative support. Twister [9] and HaLoop [5] , for instance, are iterative approaches for MapReduce where users can explore their map and reduce functions iteratively until a given condition is met. Stratosphere [11] has iterative support for dataflows. It explores the content of the programmed functions using the concept of microsteps and optimizes execution. Both Twister, HaLoop and Stratosphere [11] focus on the execution of the iterative process as part of an algorithm implemented in MapReduce, like graph searches, data clustering and page ranking. They change the programmed function to include the microsteps. Differently, our approach is designed for the higher-level experimental process, where the algorithms and other scientific applications are treated as black boxes in the workflow. These applications can be legacy/complex code or very optimized solvers, which are hard to re-code or decompose. Some algorithm classes are hard to program within the MapReduce paradigm [28] , thus it may be a good alternative to keep them as black boxes and optimize the whole experimental process rather than the parallel execution of the algorithm internally. In addition, the dynamic loop iterates along several chained executable codes, rather than one map reduce algorithm.
There are some scientific tools with relevant features to interact with workflows. Science gateways such as WorkWays [23] is a Web portal that creates an interactive gateway that allows users to insert and export data from, a continuously running workflow as a service. WorkWays explores the concept of workflows as a service. Thus, a static workflow specification is maintained while the user insert and export data. This approach restricts adaptations of the workflow configuration such as omega adaptations. OpenMole [27] is another workflow system designed for simulation models that need continuous adaptation and improvement. Scientists can exchange software in the workflow during its execution, though the workflow configuration is statically defined on domain specific language. Our approach takes advantage of the benefits provided by the workflow algebra, e.g. workflow optimization, and by data provenance coupled to execution model, which allows for querying the results on a structured manner and at runtime. Additionally, provenance data is kept consistent with the workflow adaptations.
Conclusion
Dynamic workflows are subject to continuous adaptation and refinement, thus requiring the ability to deal with user interaction at runtime. Since user interaction with a workflow is iterative, supporting dynamic iteration in SWfMS is a major requirement. In this paper, we proposed algebraic operators to support data-centric iteration in dynamic workflows and a dynamic execution model. We use database foundations for dataflow without forcing the use of a database management system as the execution engine (we used a workflow engine instead). This approach enables the execution of complex scientific workflows using legacy and complex scientific codes and the management of provenance data supporting queries at runtime. We introduced the concept of iteration lineage so that provenance data management is consistent with dynamic iterative workflow changes. Lineage enables scientists to interact with workflow data and configuration at runtime through two steering algorithms. Using an iterative approach to manage the workflow evolution, we allow scientists to query results across the iterations of the experiment. Based on these analyses, scientists may interact with workflow input data or configuration at runtime. We designed dynamic loops for any experiment that needs to be adapted and refined by scientists during its execution. In this work, we did a thorough experimental evaluation using a real-life experiment for UQ analysis in the Oil & Gas domain. We developed the iterative module inside Chiron, a data-centric scientific workflow engine that supports the algebraic approach. We executed the workflow on a 640-core cluster, showing the benefits of the dynamic loops from the user perspective. The results show impressive execution time savings from 2.5 to 24 days while performing complex queries for result analysis along the iterations. In a situation where we privilege the non-iterative approach, the overhead introduced by the dynamic loops approach is very small (less than 0.6% on a significant scenario) when compared to the total execution time of the experiment. The performance of the steering algorithms is also fast and increases linearly in the UQ scenario. We believe that iterative execution steering still has enormous potential to be explored by scientists supported by dynamic changes.
